The system of unsteady Darcy's equations considered here models the time-dependent flow of an incompressible fluid such as water in a rigid porous medium. We propose a discretization of this problem that relies on a backward Euler's scheme for the time variable and finite elements for the space variables. We prove a priori error estimates that justify the optimal convergence properties of the discretization and a posteriori error estimates that allow for an efficient adaptivity strategy both for the time steps and the meshes.
Introduction
Let Ω be a bounded connected open domain in IR d , d = 2 or 3, with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary ∂Ω, and T be a positive real number. We denote by n the unit outward normal vector to Ω on ∂Ω. The following system of equations, which owes its origin to the seminal work of Darcy, models the unsteady flow of an incompressible fluid in a rigid porous medium, under certain specific assumptions concerning the interactions between the fluid and the porous rigid solid as well as the nature of the flow:
in Ω at time t = 0.
(1.1)
The unknowns are the velocity u and the pressure p, which are functions of the space variable x in Ω and of the time variable t in ]0, T [. The data are the density of body forces f , the pressure on the boundary p b and the initial value of the velocity u 0 . The parameter α is a positive constant representing the drag coefficient. The popular equations due to Darcy and Fick are merely approximations that can be obtained systematically from more general considerations, such as mixture theory, on the basis of appropriate assumptions (see Bowen [7] , Rajagopal and Tao [21] and Munaf et al. [19] ). Darcy's equation (or some generalization of it) has become the equation of choice to describe the flow of fluids through a porous solid due to the application of a pressure gradient. It is important to be cognizant of the approximations that lead to Darcy's equation so that we are clear with regard to the domain of its applicability. Darcy's equation can be obtained from the balance of linear momentum for mixtures by assuming that the porous solid is rigid, the fluid that is flowing through it is incompressible, the frictional effects due to the viscosity in the bulk of the fluid are neglectable, the frictional effects of the fluid at the pores of the solid (which are given prominence) being assumed to be directly proportional to the relative velocity between the bulk fluid and the solid. Furthermore, it is assumed that the flow of the fluid is steady and sufficiently slow so that the inertial effects can be neglected, and that the partial stress of the fluid resembles that of an Euler fluid. It can be shown that the above assumptions lead to the classical Darcy's equation and relaxing them leads to a hierarchy of models to govern the flow of fluids through a porous solid (see Amirat [2] or Rajagopal [20] ). In this work, we are only interested in the numerical analysis of the discretization of system (1.1).
Depending on the specific initial boundary value problem under consideration, we could have either a boundary condition for the pressure (normal stress in general), or a mixed boundary condition wherein the pressure is prescribed on a part of the boundary and the normal component of the velocity on the rest of the boundary, or just a condition on the normal component of the velocity on the boundary (but this last prescription is not always physically meaningful). Here, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict the discussion to a boundary condition for the pressure.
It is well-known [4, Section XIII.1] that the steady Darcy's system has several equivalent variational formulations, according as the boundary conditions are treated as essential or natural ones. The same property holds for problem (1.1). We choose one of these formulations which is more appropriate for the discretization and also for handling the time dependence, and we prove the well-posedness of system (1.1) and some regularity properties of its solution.
We propose a time semi-discrete problem that relies on the backward Euler's scheme. The use of an implicit scheme seems necessary for time adaptivity, in order to avoid Courant-Friedrichs-Lévy conditions. We prove that this problem has a unique solution and derive error estimates. Concerning the space discretization, we consider two different finite element methods which have been proposed and analyzed in [1] for the steady Darcy's system and turn out to be optimal both for a priori and a posteriori estimates. The first one is conforming, the second one is not but has the important advantage to produce an exactly divergence-free discrete velocity. Both of them lead to a well-posed discrete problem for which we prove a priori error estimates.
Much research work has been done on the a posteriori analysis of parabolic equations; we refer to the pioneering papers of Babuška and Bieterman [5] , [6] concerning the space discretization and also to the work of Eriksson and Johnson [12] , [13] and Verfürth [25] , where the discretization relies on a global space-time variational formulation of the problem and the discontinuous Galerkin method applied to this formulation. Here we follow a rather different approach that uncouples as much as possible the time and space errors, according to an idea presented in [3] . We introduce two families of error indicators, one for the time semi-discretization and another one for the space discretization, and we prove a posteriori error estimates which are optimal according to the standard criteria (see [24] for a review of the main results in a posteriori analysis). Therefore the error indicators that we propose seem appropriate tools for performing time and space adaptivity in an efficient way.
Analysis of the continuous problem
We first write down a variational formulation of problem (1.1). Next, we prove some a priori estimates of its solution and derive its well-posedness. We also state some regularity properties.
Variational formulation
In what follows, the scalar product defined on L 2 (Ω), L 2 (Ω) d or L 2 (∂Ω) is denoted by (·, ·). We use the whole scale of Sobolev spaces H s (Ω), s ≥ 0, equipped with the norm · H s (Ω) and seminorm | · | H s (Ω) , and their subspaces H s 0 (Ω). For each s ≥ 0, H −s (Ω) stands for the dual space of H s 0 (Ω). We also recall from [16, Chap. I, Thm 1.1] for instance the following Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality:
which yields the equivalence of the norms · H 1 (Ω) and | · | H 1 (Ω) on H 1 0 (Ω). For any separable Banach space E equipped with the norm · E , we denote by C 0 (0, T ; E) the space of continuous functions from [0, T ] with values in E and by D (0, T ; E) the space of distributions with values in E. For each s ≥ 0, we also introduce the space H s (0, T ; E) in the following way: When s is an integer, it is the space of functions on ]0, T [×E such that the mappings: Assume that the data (
, that the datum u 0 belongs to L 2 (Ω) d and satisfies the following compatibility condition
This last condition is not necessary for all the results in this section but, since it is not restrictive, we prefer to assume it from now on. We propose the following variational formulation for problem (1.1): 4) and such that, for a.e. 5) where the bilinear form b(·, ·) is defined by
Indeed, it is readily checked that any solution of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) is a solution of problem (1.1) in the sense of distributions. The converse property holds for any solution of problem (1.1) that belongs to
, in a sense that is made precise later on. Clearly, the bilinear form
is characterized by
Moreover, b(·, ·) satisfies the following inf-sup condition that is easily derived by choosing v = grad q:
Let L denote a lifting operator, i.e., an operator from H 1 2 (∂Ω) into H 1 (Ω) which is continuous from H s+ 1 2 (∂Ω) into H s+1 (Ω) for all s ≥ 0 (the existence of such an operator is established in [17] for instance). Since p b belongs to L 2 (0, T ; H 1 2 (∂Ω)) we denote by p b the function defined for a.e. t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , by
Clearly this function belongs to L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) and satisfies
.
(2.8)
When setting p * = p − p b , we observe that the pair (u, p * ) is a solution of the variational problem:
3) and such that, for a.e.
Moreover, the function u is a solution of the simpler variational problem:
Conversely, let us prove that, if u is a solution of (2.3-2.10), then there exists a unique p * in L 2 (0, T ; H 1 0 (Ω)) such that the pair (u, p = p * + p b ) is a solution of (2.3-2.4-2.5). For this, we integrate (2.10) between 0 and t, apply (2.3) and define the functional for all v ∈ L 2 (Ω) d : 
Now, differentiating (2.11) with respect to t, and setting
we obtain (2.5) with p = p * + p b . This gives immediately (2.4). The regularity of p follows from the regularity of u. Thus we have proved the following lemma. 
Well-posedness result
Let us start with the following a priori estimate for the velocity.
) and that the initial velocity u 0 belongs to L 2 (Ω) d and satisfies (2.2). Then the following a priori estimate holds for the velocity u of any solution (u, p) of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) and for any t ∈ [0, T ]:
with a constant c that only depends on Ω and T .
Proof: Taking v equal to u in (2.10) gives
Integrating this equation between 0 and t yields in particular
Owing to (2.3) and (2.8), this gives the desired estimate.
¿From (2.12) and (2.13), we easily deduce the following a priori estimate for P , defined by (2.11): 
However we have no physical application for that.
The main result concerning problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) can now be proved.
) and that the initial velocity u 0 belongs to L 2 (Ω) d and satisfies (2.2). Then, problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) has a unique solution (u, p) in the space
Moreover this solution satisfies, in addition to (2.13), the a priori estimate
. (2.17)
Proof: As far as existence and uniqueness are concerned, from the equivalence property stated in Lemma 2.1, it suffices to establish uniqueness and existence of a solution u to (2.3-2.10). Considering existence, note that the affine mapping:
with Lipschitz constant α. Therefore it follows from the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem that (2.3-2.10) has a unique solution
Uniqueness follows immediately from (2.14) with all data f , p b and u 0 equal to zero. To establish additional regularity of u and p, the proof proceeds in two steps. 1) Concerning the velocity, we formally take v equal to ∂ t u in (2.10); this gives
Integrating between 0 and t yields
Considering (2.13) , this a priori estimate shows formally that ∂ t u belongs to
As usual, this is established rigorously by working on a Galerkin approximation of (2.3-2.10) in which the approximation of 
Some regularity properties
The regularity properties of the solution (u, p) with respect to the space variable follow easily from the regularity of the solution of the Laplace equation.
Then, the solution (u, p) of problem (1.1) belongs to the space
Moreover, if in addition Ω is a polygon or a polyhedron, this result holds for some s Ω > 1 2 only depending on the geometry of Ω.
Proof: By taking the divergence of the first line in (1.1) and using the second line, we see that p is the solution of the Laplace equation a.e. in ]0, T [
Hence the regularity results of [17] and [10] imply that p belongs to
Then, writing the first line in (1.1) as
and using the initial condition in (1.1), the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem yields immediately that u belongs to
3 The discrete problem and its a priori analysis Now, we propose two discretizations of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5). For its a priori error analysis, it is simpler to work directly on the fully discrete scheme. But, as mentioned in the introduction, in view of the a posteriori analysis that is done in the next section, it is better to split the discretization into two steps: First a semi-discretization in time, and next the full discretization. At each step, we prove a priori error estimates.
A semi-discrete scheme in time
Since we intend to work with non uniform time steps, we introduce a partition of the interval [0, T ] into subintervals [t n−1 , t n ], 1 ≤ n ≤ N , such that 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t N = T . We denote by τ n the time step t n − t n−1 , by τ the N -tuple (τ 1 , . . . , τ N ) and by |τ | the maximum of the τ n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N . As explained in the introduction, the time discretization of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) relies on the use of a backward Euler's scheme. Thus, for any data (
2), we consider the following scheme:
and, for all n,
where f n = f (·, t n ) and p n b = p b (·, t n ). As for the exact problem, it is convenient to lift the boundary data p n b : For 0 ≤ n ≤ N , we set p b n = Lp n b , where the operator L is introduced in Section 2, and we have
with the same constant c 0 as in (2.8). Thus, if (u n , p n ) is any solution of (3.1-3.2-3.3), the sequence (u n ) 0≤n≤N belongs to V (Ω) N +1 , satisfies (3.1) and is such that, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
Conversely, if (u n ) 0≤n≤N is any solution of (3.1-3.5), we define the linear mapping
The inf-sup condition (2.7) implies that there exists a unique element p * n in
Hence the pair (u n , p n = p * n + p b n ) is a solution of (3.1-3.2-3.3), which is thus equivalent to (3.1-3.5). This enables us to prove the next proposition.
Moreover the sequence of velocities (u n ) 1≤n≤N satisfies, with the constant c 0 of (3.4) and for n ≥ 1:
Similarly, the sequence of pressures (p n ) 1≤n≤N satisfies, for a constant c 1 independent of n:
Proof: Clearly, (3.1-3.5) has a unique solution u n in V (Ω); this yields existence and uniqueness of the solution (u n , p n ). Next: 1) In order to prove (3.9), we take v = u n in (3.5); this gives
Summing this inequality over n, we obtain
Then (3.9) follows from (3.12) and (3.4).
2) To derive (3.10), we choose v in (3.5) equal to u n − u n−1 that belongs to V (Ω). This gives
Then dividing by τ n and summing over n yield (3.10) for any n, with 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
3) To prove estimate (3.11), we choose v = grad p n in the first line of (3.3) divided by τ n . Thus, we obtain 13) and estimate (3.11) follows easily.
Estimate (3.9) is the discrete analogue of (2.13). Indeed, let π τ denote the operator which associates with any continuous function v on [0, T ] the function π τ v which is constant, equal to v(t n ), on each interval ]t n−1 , t n [, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Then, estimate (3.9) can equivalently be written as:
(3.14)
Remark 3.2 As far as regularity in space is concerned, the solutions (u n , p n ) of (3.1-3.2-3.3) have the same regularity properties as the solution (u, p) of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) in the sense that, for smooth enough data, they belong to
Moreover the discrete analogue of the norm of
(Ω)) applied to these solutions is bounded in terms of the data. Now, we estimate the error on the velocity stemming from the scheme (3.1-3.2-3.3). The error equation is obtained by subtracting (3.3) from (2.5) at time t n . Thus the sequence (e n ) 0≤n≤N , defined by e n = u(·, t n ) − u n satisfies e 0 = 0 and,
where the consistency error ε n is given by
Proposition 3.3 Assume that the velocity u of the solution (u, p) of problem (2.3-2.4-2.5) belongs to the space
Then, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
Proof: Applying the analogue of (3.9) to problem (3.15) and noting that p(·,
In order to estimate ε m , we use Taylor's expansion:
A Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in this formula gives
The desired estimate is obtained by substituting this bound into (3.18).
We end this pararaph with error estimates on the time derivative and pressure. 
Proof: Applying (3.10) to problem (3.15) and recalling that e 0 is zero and p(·, t n ) − p n vanishes on ∂Ω, lead in particular to 22) and (3.20) yields the first part of (3.21). To prove the second inequality in (3.21), we derive from the error equation and (3.21) follows by multiplying the square of this inequality by τ n , summing over n and using (3.20).
Two fully discrete schemes
¿From now on, we assume that Ω is a polygon (d = 2) or a polyhedron (d = 3). At each time t n , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , we introduce a regular family (T nh ) h of triangulations of Ω by closed triangles (d = 2) or tetrahedra (d = 3), in the usual sense that • for each h, Ω is the union of all elements of T nh , • for each h, the intersection of two different elements of T nh , if not empty, is a corner, a whole edge or a whole face of both of them, • the ratio of the diameter h K of an element K in T nh to the diameter of its inscribed circle or sphere is bounded by a constant σ independent of K, n and h. As usual, h n denotes the maximum of the diameters of the elements of T nh . The set of all edges e in dimension d = 2 or faces e in dimension d = 3 of elements K of T nh is denoted by E nh , its subset of all elements that are not contained in ∂Ω is denoted by E 0 nh and its subset of all boundary elements is denoted by E b nh :
For each e in E nh , b e is the midpoint of e in dimension d = 2 or the barycenter of e in dimension d = 3. Finally, let V nh be the set of vertices of the elements of T nh , V 0 nh the subset of those that are inside Ω and V b nh the subset of boundary vertices:
In all that follows, c and c stand for generic constants independent of h n and τ n .
Remark 3.5 In view of mesh adaptivity, we allow the triangulations to differ with n. However, note that, in practical situations, the triangulations T n−1,h and T nh are not independent since T nh is built from T n−1,h by coarsening or refining the mesh in parts of the domain.
For each triangle or tetrahedron K and for each nonnegative integer k, let P k (K) denote the space of restrictions to K of polynomials with d variables and total degree ≤ k. At each time step, the discrete space of velocities X nh consists of piecewise constant functions, namely
Its interpolation operator is the orthogonal projection operator Π nh from L 2 (Ω) d onto X nh associated with the scalar product of L 2 (Ω) d . For discretizing the pressure, two choices of discrete functions are possible, as proposed in [1] :
nh consists of continuous piecewise affine functions, more precisely
Its degrees of freedom are defined at the nodes of V nh and its interpolation operator I
nh is the standard Lagrange interpolation operator at the nodes of V nh with values in M (1) nh .
(ii) The space M (2) nh is associated with Crouzeix-Raviart finite elements, see [9] ,
Its degrees of freedom are defined at all points b e for all e in E nh and its interpolation operator I (2) nh is the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolant:
To approximate functions with zero trace on ∂Ω, we set
nh is not contained in H 1 (Ω), so that this choice leads to a nonconforming discretization.
¿From now on, we assume that the data (f , p b ) belong to
, and also that u 0 belongs to L 2 (Ω) d and satisfies (2.2). For = 1 and 2, the discrete problem reads:
27)
and for all n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
where the bilinear form b nh (·, ·) is defined by
nh , but this is no longer the case on X nh × M (2) nh . Note that if = 2, the discrete boundary values are well-defined by (3.27) when p n b is integrable in ∂Ω. are generally not defined on the mesh where u n h is computed, so that a re-interpolation process is needed. But as mentioned above, this only involves some elements where two consecutive triangulations differ. Moreover, both u n h and u n−1 h are piecewise constant; therefore this process is not expensive.
In order to investigate the properties of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28), we introduce the mesh-dependent seminorm
It is readily checked that this quantity is a norm on M 0( ) nh . Indeed, this follows from the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality (2.1) when = 1; and its proof is given in [9] 
The function v h = grad q h on each K belongs to X nh for = 1 and 2. With this choice, we derive the discrete inf-sup condition:
Let also V ( ) nh denote the discrete kernel:
We finally observe from the choice of the operator L that, if p n b belongs to H 
By comparing with (3.5), we note that the sequence (u n h ) 0≤n≤N satisfies a slightly modified, but straightforward, a priori estimate and we have the following theorem.
Moreover, this solution satisfies
(3.34)
We now give a characterization of the spaces V nh , we denote by E a the set of elements of E nh that contain a. With each e in E 0 nh , we associate a unit vector n e normal to e and, for all sufficiently smooth functions g, we denote by [g] e the jump of g through e in the direction of n e . The space V (2) nh is the space of all functions v h in X nh such that
A first consequence of this lemma is that the space V
nh is not contained in V (Ω) in the general case, as can be checked by simple counter-examples. In contrast, condition (3.36) implies that V (2) nh is contained in V (Ω). Thus, the velocity u n h of the solution (u n h , p n h ) of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28) satisfies
Therefore an important advantage of the second discretization is that it leads to an exactly divergence-free discrete velocity. 
A priori error estimates
To establish error estimates, for = 1, 2, we insert in the error equation an arbitrary element q n h of M
( ) nh
and we obtain for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , 
Then, in the case of the first discretization, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and = 1: 
nh , we have
But Π nh u n − u n h belongs to V
nh ; indeed
Taking v h = Π nh u n − u n h in (3.40), we obtain
and summing over n gives
Thus, (3.39) follows from the standard approximation properties of the space X nh and M
nh , together with a triangle inequality and a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. When = 2, we choose q n h = I
nh p n and again p n h − q n h belongs to M 0(2)
nh , (3.40) still holds, but Π nh u n −u n h does not belong to V
nh . In fact, we must add to Π nh u n −u n h an adequate correction in order to obtain an element of V (2) nh . This is the object of the next lemma. Lemma 3.10 Assume that the velocity u n of each solution (u n , p n ), 0 ≤ n ≤ N , belongs to H s (Ω) d with 1 2 < s ≤ 1. Then there exists a function z n h , orthogonal to V 
Let us estimate this right-hand side. As s > 1 2 , we can write
with the convention that the jump through a boundary element e reduces to the trace on e. Let e be an arbitrary element in E 0 nh (the argument is similar and simpler when e belongs to E b nh ). Denote by K e1 and K e2 the two elements of T nh that share e. Noting that the integral of [q h ] e on e is zero and denoting by q e the common mean value of q h |K e1 and q h |K e2 on e, we have for any constant g e
Consider for instance the factor q h |K e1 − q e . Reverting to the reference elementK and using an equivalence of norms, we can write:
On the other hand, take g e =ū n · n whereū n is the mean-value of u n on K e1 , for instance. As s > 1 2 , applying a standard trace theorem, a similar calculation gives
whence (3.42).
Now, we are in a position to state the error estimate.
Proposition 3.11
In the case of the second discretization, if the assumptions of Lemma 3.10 are satisfied with 1 2 < s ≤ 1, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
Proof: Let us choose v h = Π nh u n − u n h + z n h in (3.40), where z n h is the function defined in Lemma 3.10. Recalling that q n h = I
nh p n , applying (3.23), and using the fact that v h is constant in each K, we derive
Then the orthogonality of z n h to V
nh gives:
Summing over n and using again the fact that Π 0h u 0 − u 0 h + z 0 h = 0, we obtain
Then (3.42) yields:
and the proof finishes as in Proposition 3.9.
It follows from Propositions 2.5 and 3.11 and Remark 3.2 that the regularity assumption on the solution is always satisfied for smooth data, even in dimension d = 3; in other words, the regularity of the data determines the regularity of the solution. But whatever the dimension, estimates (3.39) and (3.43) are not optimal and imply convergence only when the quantity N m=0 (h m ) s tends to zero; however this difficulty is due to the fact that we treat the general case where the triangulations T nh and T n−1,h are a priori fully independent. In the particular situation, where T nh is derived from T n−1,h by possible local refinements or coarsenings, Proposition 3.9 can be slightly improved. Indeed, the loss of optimality arises exclusively from the last term in (3.40). Then, if an element K of T nh is a union of elements of T n−1,h (possibly reduced to one element, in which case this part of T n−1,h is unchanged) we have
Thus, introducing the factor χ nK defined for 1 ≤ n ≤ N by
we can replace estimate (3.39) by
(3.46)
As the last term only involves elements of T mh that are obtained by coarsening, then this quantity is usually neglectable. Moreover we have the next proposition.
Proposition 3.12
Assume that all elements of T n−1,h are contained in elements of T nh for 1 ≤ n ≤ N . In the case of the first discretization, if the assumptions of Proposition 3.9 are satisfied, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
Estimate (3.47) is optimal but its assumptions are unrealistic in the context of mesh adaptivity.
Remark 3.13
Note that the troublesome term in (3.46) can also be written
It measures the rate of change in time of the triangulation and its occurrence has already been reported in [11] in the simpler case of the one-dimensional heat equation.
Conditions for improving (3.43) are stronger than for the first discretization, because of the nonlocal correction z n h .
Proposition 3.14 Assume that all triangulations T nh , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , coincide. In the case of the second discretization, if the assumptions of Proposition 3.11 are satisfied with 1 2 < s ≤ 1, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
Proof: As all triangulations coincide, there is only one projection operator Π h for all n and all spaces V (2) nh are equal. Therefore (3.44) implies
which in turn yields Π h u n − u n h + z n h = 0 for all n. Then (3.48) follows from Lemma 3.10. The error estimate on the pressure appears very pessimistic in each case. However, by linking together the pressure and the discrete time derivative, we can obtain a reasonable estimate for the sum of both terms.
Proposition 3.15
In the case of the first discretization, if the assumptions of Proposition 3.9 are satisfied, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
(3.49)
Proof: We can rewrite (3.38) for all v h ∈ X nh and q n h ∈ M
(1)
nh , as follows:
Then we take
and by substituting (3.39) into the above equation, we derive : For = 1, when all elements of T n−1,h are contained in elements of T nh , and the norm in the left-hand side of (3.50) is squared, then the cross product in this square, namely
vanishes. Thus, (3.49) reduces to a separate estimate for the discrete time derivative and the pressure.
Corollary 3.16
Assume that all elements of T n−1,h are contained in elements of T nh , 0 ≤ n ≤ N . In the case of the first discretization and if the assumptions of Proposition 3.9 are satisfied, estimate (3.49) still holds with its left-hand side replaced by
In order to state the analogue of Proposition 3.15 in the case of the second discretization, we require the operator grad h , defined as follows: For each K in T nh , (grad h q) |K is equal to grad q |K .
Proposition 3.17
In the case of the second discretization, if the assumptions of Lemma 3.10 are satisfied, the following a priori error estimate holds for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
(3.52)
In the case of the second discretization, the results of Corollary 3.16 still hold, but only for h small enough because the nonconformity of the method produces a consistency error term: b nh (u n , p n h ) and b nh (u n−1 , p n h ) do not cancel. The assumptions of Proposition 3.12 and Corollary 3.16 are not realistic because they only hold when the mesh is coarsened. On the other hand, we can prove an analogous estimate when the elements of T nh are contained in elements of T n−1,h , i.e. the mesh is refined, and the following assumption holds for a constant ρ < 1:
However, considering that this last condition is not at all likely, we omit the statement and the proof of this modified result.
Conclusions
In the standard case where all triangulations coincide, for smooth enough data (f , p b ) and initial velocity u 0 , the full error is optimal. It behaves like |τ | + h s , with s larger than the parameter s Ω introduced in Proposition 2.5, and convergence is obtained whenever |τ | and h tend to zero. Unfortunately, in the case of different triangulations, it behaves like
so that convergence is only ensured for instance • when |τ | and all the quantities (h m ) s /τ m , 1 ≤ m ≤ N , tend to zero,
• or when h 0 and |τ | tend to zero and all ratios h m /h m−1 are less than 1. This conditional convergence seems in good coherence with the pioneering results of [11] in a different framework. An open question is to determine if this can be improved when mesh adaptivity is performed, i.e., when the modifications between T n−1,h and T nh are few.
A posteriori analysis
For the time discretization and the first and second space discretizations, in this order, we describe a family of error indicators and prove upper and lower bounds for the error.
The time discretization
For each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the error indicator is defined by
We refer to [18] for the first idea of this type of indicators and to [3] for its use in the a posteriori analysis of the heat equation. It can be noted that its computation is easy once the discrete solution (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N is known.
As usual, a posteriori analysis of the time discretization relies on the residual equation. Let u τ denote the function which is continuous, affine on each interval [t n−1 , t n ], 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and equal to u n at t n , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , and p τ denote the piecewise constant function which is equal to p(t n ) on each interval ]t n−1 , t n ], 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Then for all t in ]t n−1 , t n ], the residual equation in variational form reads
where the operator π τ is introduced in Section 3, see (3.14), the notation p * and p b are given in Section 2 and p = p * + p b . The first estimate is derived by applying (2.14) to this new problem. It requires the regularity parameter
where we have set τ 0 = τ 1 for the sake of simplicity.
Proposition 4.1
The following a posteriori error estimate holds, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
4)
where c 0 is the constant of (2.8).
Proof: Since (u − u τ )(0) is zero, applying (2.14) to problem (4.2) at time t = t n gives
To evaluate the first term in the right-hand side, we observe that, on the interval ]t n−1 , t n ],
We conclude by combining this estimate with the triangle inequality:
Similar estimates can be obtained for ∂ t (u − u τ ) and p − p τ , first by taking v equal to ∂ t (u − u τ ) in (4.2) and next by using the inf-sup condition (2.7).
Corollary 4.2
The last term in (4.6) and (4.4), will be evaluated afterward. The converse estimate still relies on equation (4.2). 
(4.7)
Proof: We start from the triangle inequality
In order to evaluate the first term in the right-hand side, we use (4.5). Thus, taking v equal to u τ − u n in (4.2) and integrating between t n−1 and t n , we obtain
whence the desired result.
In most practical situations, the parameter σ τ is bounded independently of τ . Hence estimates (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) would be optimal according to standard criteria in the case without space discretization (i.e. if all the u n h were equal to the u n ). Moreover estimate (4.7) is local with respect to the time variable.
The first space discretization
nh and let h e denote the diameter of e. In the case of the first discretization, for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and each K in T nh , we define the following error indicators
Note that the jumps [u n h · n e ] e are constant on each e. Moreover, in the context of mesh adaptivity, the term u
only differs from zero in the elements K of T nh that are the union of several elements of T n−1,h , i.e. in the places where the mesh has been coarsened and this usually concerns only very few elements K. Therefore these indicators can be computed readily and explicitly.
Here it is useful to approximate directly the boundary data p n b by the Lagrange interpolation operator i nh q is a piecewise affine function equal to q on each node of V b nh . In order to prove the a posteriori estimates, we first write the residual equations. We use the notation and that p * n h is no longer a piecewise polynomial function).
Lemma 4.4
In the case of the first discretization, for any solutions (u n , p n ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.1-3.2-3.3) and (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28), the error sequence (u n − u n h , p n − p n h ) 1≤n≤N satisfies the following residual equations, for
(4.9)
Proof: We separately check each equation. 1) Taking v h equal to χ K e in (3.28), where χ K stands for the characteristic function of K and e runs through the canonical basis of IR d , we obtain on each K in T nh ,
Multiplying this equation by any v in L 2 (Ω) d , integrating on each K, summing over all elements K, and subtracting the result from the first line of (3.3), we obtain the first equation of (4.9).
2) On the other hand, we compute by integration by parts, for any q n h in M
whence the second line in (4.9).
The first a posteriori error estimate is as follows.
Proposition 4.5 In the case of the first discretization and if assumption (2.2) is satisfied, the following a posteriori error estimate holds between the solutions (u n , p n ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.1-3.2-3.3) and (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28), for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
where J n and G n are respectively defined by
(4.11)
Proof: To simplify, set
Then the residual equations (4.9) become 12) where R n h denotes a Clément type regularization operator with values in M 0 (1) nh such as the Scott and Zhang operator [22] . We recall that this operator preserves the zero boundary trace and satisfies for each K in T nh , and e in E K (cf. [4, Cor. IX.3.9] and [22] ), 13) where ∆ e is an appropriate "small" neighbourhood of e. In view of (4.13), there exists a unique µ n in H 1 0 (Ω) such that for all q in H 1 0 (Ω), (grad µ n , grad q) = b(w n , q),
Hence, w n has the orthogonal decomposition: w n = w n * + grad µ n with w n * in V (Ω); taking v = w n * in the first part of (4.12), we easily derive:
When summed over n, this inequality gives 15) and using the orthogonality of the decomposition of w n , we obtain
Finally (4.10) follows by substituting (4.14) into this inequality.
As in the previous section, there is no satisfactory a posteriori estimate for the pressure, but by linking the pressure with the divided difference of the velocity, we have the following analogue of Proposition 3.15. The proof is skipped, because it is an easy application of (2.8), (4.15), (4.14) and the definitions (4.8) and (4.11).
Proposition 4.6 In the case of the first discretization, the following a posteriori error estimate holds between the solution (u n , p n ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.1-3.2-3.3) and (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28),
(4.17)
We now prove an upper bound for the error indicators. For each K in T nh , let ω K denote the union of triangles in T nh that share at least an edge (d = 2) or a face (d = 3) with K.
Proposition 4.7
In the case of the first discretization, each indicator η n K and η n ∂K defined in (4.8) satisfies the following estimate, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and K ∈ T nh , 18) where J n K is defined as the local analogue of (4.11)
Proof: We separately bound the two indicators. 1) First take v equal to (u
h ) χ K in the first equation of (4.9), where as previously χ K stands for the charateristic function of K. This gives
The bound for the first indicator follows by dividing this line by τ n .
2) By means of a fixed lifting operator on the reference elementK and by using the affine transformation that mapsK onto K, we construct for each e in E K a lifting operator L e,K : for each polynomial ϕ on e vanishing on ∂e, L e,K ϕ is a polynomial on K vanishing on ∂K \ e and equal to ϕ on e. Let ψ e denote the bubble function on e, i.e., the product of the barycentric coordinates associated with the vertices of e. Next, for each e in E 0 K , we denote by K the other element of T nh that contain e. In the second equation in (4.9), we choose q n h equal to zero and q equal to q n e , with
elsewhere.
. By switching to the reference element, we derive the inverse inequalities, for each constant λ, (see [24, Lemma 3.3] for a more detailed proof)
and we observe that ψ e ≤ 1 on e. This gives the bound for the second indicator and (4.18) stems from these two estimates.
The second space discretization
Owing that V (2) nh is contained in V (Ω), the situation is simpler than in the case of the first discretization. For each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and each K in T nh , the error indicators are defined by 20) where p n b (b e ) is the mean value introduced in (3.23)
In the sequel, for any domain ω ⊂ Ω, the norm · nh,ω denotes the restriction of the norm · nh to ω. As previously, when doing mesh adaptivity, the quantity u
is zero everywhere except on a small part of the domain and an algorithm for computing the second term of the indicator both in dimension d = 2 and d = 3 is given in [1, Rem. 4.6] . First, writing the residual equations for this discretization is an easy variant of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.8 In the case of the second discretization, for any solutions (u n , p n ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.1-3.2-3.3) and (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28), the error sequence (u n − u n h , p n − p n h ) 1≤n≤N satisfies the following residual equations, for
Next, the derivation of a posteriori error estimates for nonconforming discretizations often relies on a suitable conforming approximation of the discontinuous functions used in the scheme. Here, we propose the following variant of the regularization operator introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.5, analogous to the one defined in [14] (cf [1] for a slightly different choice and [4, §IX.3]). With any vertex a in V 0 nh , we associate the set T a of elements of T nh that contain a, we choose once and for all an element K a of T a and for all q n h in M Then R nh q n h is constructed in each K by interpolating these values with P 1 functions. Note that the trace of R nh q n h on ∂Ω only depends on the nodal values of q n h on ∂Ω and furthermore, if q n h belongs to M 0(2) nh , then R nh q n h vanishes on ∂Ω. In addition, in the particular case of the solution p n h , considering the discrete values (3.27 ) and the definition (4.23), the trace of R nh p n h on ∂Ω, that only depends on p n b , defines an interpolant of p n b that we denote by i nh p n b . The operator R nh q n h satisfies the following bound.
Lemma 4.9 There exists a constant c, only depending on σ, such that
Proof: Let K belong to T nh with vertices a i and barycentric coordinates λ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d + 1. To simplify, we drop the index i. First, let a be an interior vertex. Since Ω is connected, so is T a and for each a, there exists a sequence of elements K of E a , 1 ≤ ≤ I, such that K 1 = K, K I = K a and K is adjacent to K +1 , 1 ≤ ≤ I − 1. Furthermore, the integer I is bounded by a fixed integer that only depends on σ. If I = 1, then K = K a and the vertex a brings no contribution to the left-hand side of (4.24). Otherwise, let e = K ∩ K +1 and e necessarily belongs to E 0 nh ; a straightforward scaling argument gives
If a lies on the boundary, we duplicate the above argument except that now K I must be such that e a lies on ∂K I and we are led to estimate the difference between q n h | K I (a) − q n h (b ea ). Since a and b ea both belong to the same segment e a , we obtain Proposition 4.10 In the case of the second discretization, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the a posteriori error estimate between the solutions (u n , p n ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.1-3.2-3.3) and (u n h , p n h ) 1≤n≤N of problem (3.26-3.27-3.28) is and J n is defined in (4.11).
Proof: According to the definition of i nh p b n , we have for any v in V (Ω)
Thus, applying (4.24), we obtain Then (4.27) follows by taking v equal to u n − u n h in (4.21), noting that it belongs to V (Ω), substituting (4.29) and summing the resulting equation over n.
Next, we have the following upper bound for the pressure error. with G n defined in (4.28) and J n defined in (4.11).
Proof: We first take v equal to 1 τn (u n − u n h ) − (u n−1 − u n−1 h ) in (4.21) and use the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.10 to bound the term b nh (v, p n − p n h ). The error for the pressure is then an easy consequence of this first part.
We now prove an upper bound for the indicators η n K .
Proposition 4.12
In the case of the second discretization, each indicator η n K defined in (4.20) for 1 ≤ n ≤ N and K ∈ T nh , satisfies Proof: The bound for the first term in η n K is derived as in the proof of Proposition 4.7, with the residual equation (4.9) replaced by (4.21). For estimating the second one, we argue as in [1] . More precisely, let e belong to E 0 K and let K 1 and K 2 denote the elements of T nh that share e, the subscripts 1 and 2 being chosen so that the jump of p n h through e is in the direction of the exterior normal to K 1 . For i = 1, 2, let where n is the exterior normal to K i . Take v = grad ϕ i on K i , i = 1, 2, and zero elsewhere. Then
and the contribution of e to the second part of (4.31) follows easily from these two relations. When e belongs to E b K , the argument is simpler: there is only one element K adjacent to e and we choose v = grad ϕ on K, zero elsewhere, with ϕ defined by . ¿From these two relations, we readily derive the contribution of e to the second part of (4.31).
Conclusions
Let us define the two parts of the error, the second one depending on the discretization,
By combining all the results of this section, we observe that, up to the terms involving the data,
• for the first discretization, the full error E τ + E (1) h is equivalent to the sum • for the second discretization, the full error E τ + E (2) h is equivalent to the sum with equivalence constants independent of τ and h n . Moreover, estimate (4.7) is local in time and estimates (4.18) and (4.31) are local with respect to both the time and space variables. Therefore these estimates are fully optimal, without any restriction on the triangulations. Hence, a simple adaptivity strategy relying on these indicators can be applied for adapting both the time step and the mesh. The only difference between the two space discretizations is that the error indicators defined in (4.20) are easier to compute than the ones defined in (4.8).
